
CrossOSN-U: Event 

This sub-dataset consists of two sql tables for Twitter users and three sql tables for YouTube 

users. The overlapped users are identified from the ‘googlePlusUserId’ attribute in the sql 

table. 

 

 Twitter tables: 
Table 1 – users’ historical tweeting behavior table (twitteruseractivityinfo.sql) 

This table contains the tweeting behaviors of all the 8,540 overlapped users in our dataset (this table 

is not provided publicly due to privacy reason). A snapshot of this table is presented as below: 

 
Figure 1: A snapshot of Twitter users’ tweeting behavior table 

where ‘tweetId’ is the unique tweet identifier, ‘text’ is the textual content of this tweet, ‘hashtags’ is 

kind of symbol to mark keywords or topics in a tweet (start by #, and also separated by the ‘,’ 

separator), ‘user_mentions’ indicates who this user has ever mentioned in his/her tweets. For the 

‘eventIndex’, we adopted the event extraction method in our iciap paper to identify the event for each 

tweet, and give the index (i.e. 1-20) of the event for each tweet. 

 

Table 2 – the involved Twitter user list for each event (involvedTwitterUserlistFor 

EachEvent.sql)  

For each considered event (i.e. 1-20), we listed all the involved users who have ever paid attention to 

this event on Twitter. A snapshot of this table is presented: 

 

Figure 2: A snapshot of involved Twitter user list for each event 

where ‘InvolvedUserlist_TwitterId’ and ‘InvolvedUserlist_GooglePlusId’ indicate all the involved 

Twitter user ids and their corresponding google plus user ids for each event, respectively. Note that 

the twitter user ids and google plus user ids in this table are also separated by ‘,’ separator. 

 

 



 YouTube tables: 
Table 3 – users’ historical video behavior table (youtubeuseractivityinfo.sql) 

This table contains the historical YouTube video behaviors of all the 8,540 overlapped users in our 

dataset. A snapshot of this table is presented as below: 

 
Figure 3: A snapshot of YouTube users’ video behavior table 

which includes user’s five kinds of typical video behaviors with timestamp: rated, favorited, subscribed, 

commented and uploaded. We also label the event index of each video behavior using the same 

method just as in the Twitter table 1. 

 

Table 4 – the involved YouTube user list for each event (involvedYouTubeUserlistFor 

EachEvent.sql)  

For each considered event (i.e. 1-20), we listed all the involved users who have ever paid attention to 

this event on YouTube. A snapshot of this table is presented: 

 

Figure 4: A snapshot of involved YouTube user list for each event 

where ‘InvolvedUserlist_YouTubeName’ and ‘InvolvedUserlist_GooglePlusId’ indicate all the involved 

YouTube user names and their corresponding google plus user ids for each event, respectively. Note 

that the YouTube user names and google plus user ids in this table are also separated by ‘,’ separator. 

 

Table 3 –YouTube video metadata table (youtubevideoinfo.sql) 

This table contains all the textual metadata of the related videos for the users in table 1, including 

video title, category, tags, description, uploaded time, etc. The data format is the same as the video 

metadata table of the sub-dataset CrossOSN-U: Hetero. 

 

http://www.nlpr.ia.ac.cn/mmc/homepage/jtsang/dataset.html#heter

